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MORE THAN A STATE OF MIND

JANUARY 12, 1970

ELLIOTT P. PALMER

There are times when I can agree with
those who say that "age is only a state of,mind."
There are other times when I can't, and th~s is
the story of one of those other times.
Gentlemen, have you ever travelled wit~
a healthy, energetic twenty-nine year old son, hls
equally healthy, energetic wife andfueir even
healthier and more energetic three year old son?
If you have you will have some sympathy for the
predicament in which we found ourselves last
September. If you haven't, well perhaps thi~ paper
will serve as a warning. At the very least ~t may
save you from unwittingly destroying that image
you have of yourself as being the same man you were
thirty years ago.
To set the scene. We flew to Germany to
visit our son, a captain in the army , and his famil ~
who are stationed at Butzbac n a bout forty miles
north of Frankfurt. We travelled on one of those
twenty-one day airline deals that offers as a bonus
with your plan ticket the free use of a small
Volkswagon or partial payment on the rental of a
larger automobile. We took the Volkswagon and that
was the first mistake - the first step in the serie E
that was to prove that as far as I am concerned the is something more to this business of age than mere:a state of mind.
While Pat ,_' our daughter-in-law, and Betty
my wife, waited in Pat's Chevrolet, I tacked the
car rental agency at the Frankfurt Airport. In spi- =
of the "English Spoken Here" sign the gentleman witt.
whom I was dealing and I could find little basis for
communication until he noticed by my driver's licens:
that it was my birthday. With tha t he stood up and
at the top of his voice sang "Happy birthday, Mr.
Palmer, happy birthday to pu." He sang all the wor -~
to that song but apparently those words in that
order were the extent of his English vocabulary.
After much handshaking with curious bystanders, we
went back to my almost forgotten college German and

his scribbling . He seemed to think that I would
understand written German better than spoken German.
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I might have had I been able to read his writing.
At long last I signed a paper, was given
a key, and told that the Volkswagon was in the parking lot "out front." An English speaking policeman
helped me find it.
I was to follow Pat to Butzbach and all
went reasonably well until we reached the FrankfurtKassel Autobahn. No one had told me that there was
no speed limit in Germany or that it took two or
t hree minutes with the accelerator on the floor to
push tha t Volkswagon up to 100 kilometers or 62.5
miles per hour. Brightly colored Porches and sedate
Mercedes (there were dozens of both which is an
indication of Germany's booming economy) came rushing up behind me with their lights blinking at well
over a hundred miles an hour, obviously counting on
my getting out of their way. They expected me to
do this inspite of the fact that usually there was
a solid line of trucks in the other north-bound lane.

Pat in her Chev could keep ahead of those
flashing demons - the police cars with their blue
lights and donkey braying klaxons were worse than
the private cars - at least long enough to get back
into the right lane. All I could do was to stay as
close to the trucks as possible and pray - one eye
on the road and one on the rear vision mirror that the two lane highway would hold three lanes of
cars. The fact that we passed five or six accidents,
two attended by police helicopter ambulances, did
little to help my peace of mind.
Just as an aside. It was only when driving
tha t we were conscious of German arrogance. Most
of the time we found the Germans to be extremely
polite and thoughtful. Put behind the wheel o£ an
automobile, however, they become ,madmen, determined
to be first in line at any cost. They become infuriated at anyone who holds them up and they take great
glee in mocking the slower driver by tapping their
heads when they pass. So bad is this that the
courts have ruled that "sugges tive head tapping is
re garded as a punishible offense under the German
penal code." Additional proof is the fact that
there are almos t' twice as many injuries each year
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The next day I encountered my first
_
castle tower and the beginning, a~ I,look b~Ck'tO- _
days of constant climbing. What lS It abou a 0
that makes young people think that they have to
climb to the very top? Perhaps an even more pertinent question: What is it that makes me think
that I have to climb a tower just because my chil want to climb?
As I remember that ~irst tower had one
hundred and fifty odd narrow, winding, dark, dingy
danger ous steps, but there were many others with
more and only a few with less. Going up was hard.
Coming down was hard. Trifocals are no more desi ~
for going down narrow, winding, dark, dingy, dange_ous steps than they are for golf or hunting.
Pat must have felt sorry for me or at
least she didn't want to take the responsibility
for a collapse of her perspiring, red faced, hard
breathing father-in·-law. (Prath, our son and a
doct or, was somewher e near the Czech border on
manuvers . ) She suggested that we drive over to B~
Nauheim's park for coffee or a glass of wine on t terrace. It was a beautiful park, with tremendou s
old trees and thousands upon thousands of lJrlghtly
colored flowers. There were a great many tables ,..
the terrace filled with well-scrubbed German fami :..and there was an orohestra that played for some
unfathomable reason "The Stars and Stripes Forever
in between two Mozart selections. I thoroughly
enjoyed the sun, the music, the wine, and watohing
the people, but most of all the utter comfor t of m~
chair.
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After about .fifteen minutes of blissful
re st Thad, our grandson, started talking about the
('lucks . As a good grandfather I volunteered to take
him to the duck s . As a foolish grand:E'ather I forgot to ask where the lake was or how far it was
from the terrace.
We started off down a gravel path, Thad
holding one hand and the other clutching a sticky
chocolate torte wrapped in a completely inadequate
paper napkin. This lasted about three minutes.
Then gravel had to be thrown, rabbits and squirrels
chased, and just plain runs run. And don't you
fathers and grandfathers of girls think that a three
year old boy can't run fast and far. Anything that
was said about Red Grange's open field running could
also have been said about Thad's open field running.
Change of pace, swivel hips, faking , and on two or
three occasions even an old-fashioned straight arm
to the glasses.
At long lal::lt we found the lake - Thad hi s
ducks and I my bench. After ten minutes or so the
torte or what was left of it had passed from my
sticky hand to Thad 's s ticky hands to the ducks,
and I suggested that it was time to start back.
Afte r thirty minutes or so, fill ed with some more
running, a bit of weight lifting (how else do you
get a three year old boy back on his feet when h e
is determined to lie on the grDund?), a few threat s
of spankings, and in desperation one actual spanking,
I won the argument. As I wasn't in the shape physically or the mood mentally to do anymore running or
gravel throwing I carried Thad. I'm still wondering
whether that was the better idea.
Once again a tired old man returned to
Butzbach.
After a week of castle-climbing in Bavaria
and after Prath returned from his War Games , the five
of us took a Rhine River boat from Mainz to Cologne.
It was a beautiful and fascinating trip during which
I found that it is much easier to keep up with a small
boy in the open spaces of a park than in the crow~ed
spaces of a Rhine River boat filled with non-Engllsh
speaking Germans. You can count on trees, bushes,
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and flowers to stay right where they are and when
you do bump into them or step on them or reach
around them they don't act as though they wanted t o
ohoot you. People are different" especially those
Germans on tha t boat. Obviously they considereu
Thad a member of their team. Ev.en Paul Brown would
have praised their blocking as Thad darted from
one side to the other. It wasn't long after bumping
into some , stepping on some, and reaching around
others that I began to reco gn ize what they were
saying even though I couldn't translate the individual words.
We spent the night in Colo gne and were u_
early the next morning to vi si t the Cathedral ~nd,
of course, climb the tower. By this time I had
become somewhat of an expert on tower steps and
therefore feel qualified to report that the Cologne
Cathedral steps are not narrow, winding, dark , dtng;
and dangerous. Narrow, winding and dangerous, yes,
but what those 504 steps lack in darkne ss and dingyne ss they more than make up for in length and
steepness. No wonder I remember little or noth ing
of the sightseeing tour that immediately followed
the climb or that Thad, who obviously heard my heart
pounding started calling me "Boom Boom ."
Betty and I had promise d Pat and Prath a
trip through Austria and to the Octoberfest in Muni
As Prath wasn't sure when he could get a ten day
leave, we left the planning of the trip including
the responsib[ity of making hotel reservations up
to him. This was a mi s take as far as hot el reservations were concerned.
The younger Palmers' theory about travell !
is that a hotel room is merely a place to sleep.
The type of accommodations and the l ocation of the
hotel mean little or n othing . They would much
rather spend the money, even when it is mine, on fo and wine. This is a good theory , even an admirabl e
theory - for young people.
Following this id ea Prath made r eservati ~
in what we were told were smal l , clean, comfortable
hotels located in "interesting" ne'i ghborhoods. Have
you ever heard of the Schwechater Hof in Linz, the
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Weizer Hahn in Vienna, the Marcus Sitticus in Salzburg or the Aroba in Munich? I assure you that they
are all small, clean, and reasonably comfortable
but that's about all.
Somehow during the last thirty year~ the
fact that a hotel room has a connecting bathroom has
become important to me although I'll admit that it
shouldn't be too much trouble even in the middle of
the night to put on a bathrobe and go across the
hall to a bathroom. That presume, howe~er, that
first you have a bathrobe (I haven't travelled with
one for years and a raincoat is onl~ an adequate
but not very comfortable substitute), second that
the bathroom is across a lighted hall and not down
at the end of a long dark passageway, third that
the bathroom is unoccupied when you do find it,
and fourth that you remember to take the key to
your room - a set of circumstances I rarely enco~ntered during thoRe ten days.
Needless to say
Pat and Prath had little sympathy or even understanding of an old man's complaintso
Perhaps at first thought the location of
a hotel is of even less importance than the lack of
a private bathroom especially if you have a car as
we did. Within reason this is true. On the other
hand if the hotel is located in an "interesting"
neighborhood far off the beaten path it is a different
story.
First there is the: obvious problem of finding the hotel. Unfortunately one of the less
desirable characteristics that Prath inherited from
his father is the conviction that it is somehow
degrading to ask directions - that given a map and
possessing a reasonably good sense of direction any
p~ace, even a small ou~-of-the-way hotel in a strange
Cl.~y, can be found eas1.1y.
The amazing thing about
thlS idea is that it is valid only as long as you
aredriving the car yourself. Then and only then can
~ou accept it as a sound, sensible, and logical
~dea •. Merel~ let someone else do the driving and
lmmedlately lt becomes ridiculous, irritating and
completely frustrating.
Prather did all of the driving and, as
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might have been predicted, the first hour or so in
every city was spent looking for the hotel, a task
that was especially difficult because it always
seemed to be undertaken at dusk during the rush h o~
With each wrong turn, unrecognizable street sign o!."
traffic jam my longing for a bath, a nap and a dri __·
increased but with each the chanceof satisfying
that longing decreased. Invariably as soon as we
found the hotel and our room the telephone would
ring. "Hurry up, Dad. We'll meet you in the lobb:in five minutes. I've made a reservatinn at a
wonderful restaurant, and it may take us a little
while to find it."
Each time this happened I made what seeme_
to me to be a logical suggestion . "Let's rest a
bit and then take a taxi." It was tono avail. Ta...:....-'""'"
even inexpensive Austrian ones paid for by Dad,
seemed to be R. sign of weakness or maybe age.
I have no objection to starting sightseeing or shopping early in the morning and not to e
strong objections to returning to the hotel late anight. I found, however, that there should be
something between that early start and late return something more restful than a hurried lunch or a
seat on a crowded sightseeing bus. Along about twcthirty every afternoon my legs and my brain would
get into the damndest argument. It usually sounded
more or less like this:
- Look, we've been holding you up and
carrying you around since seven this
morning. We need a rest.
- There just isn't time.
much to do.

There is too

- Just think how wonderful it would be
to stretch out on a comfortable bed.
a couple of hours of that and we ' d be
ready to start out again.
- The hotel is too far away.
- We could take a taxi. Don't forget
you made us climb to the top of the
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Opera House last night.
- You know the ground rules. Taxis
ar e out . Maybe we'll find someplace to rest .
- You dreamer! Who ever heard of a
comfortablc chair in a muoeum or a
palace that wasn't roped off. And
dont' give us anymore foolishness
about toilet seats being either
comfortable or restful.
Dinner was the h i ghlight of those days.
Pat and Prath doknow good food and good wine and
know where to find them. Best of all along about
seven o'clock some of their youthful energy seemed
to disappear at least temporarily and they were
ready for a long leisurely meal. My only objection
was the fact that no matter what I ordered seeme d
to turn out to be veal. My only difficulty concerned
tips.
We had been told that in Germany and Austria
it was customary for the res t aurants to add 15% to
the bill to cover tips and that the diner merely
left whatever pfennigs or groschen he received in
change. I was delighted with this solution to that
always troublesome problem. In most places this
didnt' seem to excite any great smiles from the
waiters and busboys but at least it didn ' t caus e
anything worse than a casual frown. Not so in
Vienna. They are ready for Americans.
The first night we had dinner at the Balkan
Grill which, by the way, is an excellent restaurant.
When the waiter brought my change , I took the shilling
notes and left the grochen on the plate. With that
the waiter picked up the plate and slammed it on
the table scattering the coins like confetti. In
a very loud and very unpleasant voice (until then
he had spoken no English) he informed me and everyone
else in the restaurant that the 15% service charge
was for the kitchen help and that neither he nor the
head waiter received one schilling of it •. Em"?arassed
b this I reached for some bills but he dlstalnfully
r~fused to accept anything. After that performance
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I ended up as the typical American - usually tipping
too much. This in turn seemed to embarrass our
cosmopolitan children but at least it insured a
peaceful ending to the "old man's meals."
The small , clean, comfotable hotel in
Salzburg was named the Marcus Sitticus, but I have
other reasons than that to remember that ,early l7t
century ·Prince-Archbishop who built a castle-palac e
which he called HeIlbrun . Marcus must have been
quite a character. Foder in his guide book of
Austria says t -h at the gardens of HeIlbrun are "the
paradise of a mad fountain designer." Lil lian
Langsteth-Christensen, in the December issue of
Gourmet says that he was a "hydromaniac of the firs7
water, a hydrosatist, or just a man who loved
whimsical waterworks." I for one am convinced that
Miss Christensen is an incurable romantic.
"Whimsical" is the last word I would u s e to descri b=
someone who would design banquet chairs that sudden:
when the host became bored\~th his guests, spounted
water through the seats or who built grot to s fille d
with water operated mechanical figure s in which the
visitor is suddenly drenched from concealed water
spouts. Obviously Miss Christensen was not standi ~
in the same places that I was. Drenched on a cold
September day is hardly the definition that I woul d
give for the word whimsical.
It was at Werfen, halfway between Salzbure;
and Zell am See that I found that all of my castle
and cathedral tower climbing had merely been a prelude, a sort of condi ti oning exercis e for the
Eisri e senwelt or Ice Giant's World. Wh en Pat and
Prath suggested that we visit the ice caves, I tho uc--of the ones I had seen in the Canadian Rockies beautiful things in solid ice that were neither
difficult to reach nor very large . I agreed enthu s~
astically but again I paid the penalty for not ask i r ~
questions.
In the first place the Eisriesenwelt is
not a true ice cave but rather it is a group of
caves full of ice - "the largest known complex of
caves, domes, galleries, and halls in Europe extend ·~~
for some thirty miles." In the second place it i s
difficult to get to the mouth of the cave, and last
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but not least it is not a horizontal cave but a
vertical one, really more of a crack that runs down
through the center of a mountain.
We left the car in Werfen and took a small
bus up a very bad, very narrow, very wi~ding and
very steep road. It was one of those Ilttle buses
that has its front seat, where I unfortunately sat,
ahead of its front wheels. Every time we made a
left turn I had the distinct feeling that we were
going to falloff the road and roll do~ the si~e
of the mountain. I'm sure that the drlver, seelng
my clenched fists with their white knuckles, took
a sort of fiendish delight in seeinghow close to
the edges he could go.
Eventually we reached a point where the
road became too narrow and too steep for the bus.
As far as I was concerned it was also too narrow
and too steep for walking but as Betty, Pat and
Prath, and a much older German couple started up,
I followed along.
We climbed for about half an hour to the
bottom station of the steepest aerial cable lift
I've ever seen. At best I'm not very fond of those
things and at worst, and this was the worst, they
scare hell out of me., But pride overruled fear and
we climbed aboard a dinky little car attached to
what I was sure was a frayed cable. Today, when I
look at the pictures I took I realize that it was
a beautiful trip. At the time I wasn't at all sure.
In fact I took the pictures not so much for the
scenery but rather in the hope that it would take
my mind off that swaying, galloping box on a string.
At the top of the lift, perched on a narrow
ledge, was a small rest house where coffee and cakes
were served and where I had expected to find the
entrance to the cave. It wasn'te There was another
forty five minute climb up a trail that made the
previous one seem wide and flat. Betty, who has
always had more common sense than I, refused to
budge saying that she would wait for us right there.
Frankly I wanted to stay with her but once again
male pride overruled male intelligence and I started
up again with the kids.
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In my day I've done some mountain climbing
and in colleee J did a lot of skiing. Why is it s
hard to remember that "my day" was years ago?
Why can't I reali ze before passing the point of n o
return that steep is steeper, narrow is narrower,
high is higher, and far is further than it was in
the 1930's?
At the mouth of the cave we were met by
an Austrian amazon who spoke no English but who
obviously was to be our guide. She was dressed f o_
mountain climbing rather than ca~e walking, and I
compared her heavy boots and warm clothing with my
street shoes and thin raincoat - the same one that
doubled as my bathrobe. I should have taken the
hint but I guess 1 was too out of breath to think
clearly. I merely took the smoky lantern she hand e~
me and followed her into the dark opening of the
cave.
About fifty feet inside the cave we came
to a door which when opened released a blast of
cold, wet wind. Immediately we began to climb,
sometimes on ice, sometimes on rock but most of t he
time on steep, slush covered wooden steps - steps
that I am sure must have been built by forced labor.
There just couldn't be enough money to pay men to
work under those conditions.
Pat .and Prath tell me that it was a fasc __
·
ating experience, and I do vaguely remember seeing
through foggy glasses some rath er fabulous ice
formations backlighted by the guides magnesium flar:On the other hand I clearly remember the cold roug
feeling of the rusty iron railings, the cold wet
feeling of the wind that so easily penetrated my
raincoat but that was so hard to force into my lungE.
When we finally got back to Prath's car ~
said : "Dad, you must be in pretty good shape.to , _
do all of that." Although it was the first tl-me ~ :..
ever heard a cold wet dishrag described as be~ng l-~
pretty good shape, the compliment made the cll-mb
worthwhile .
The last purely physical test that I was _
forced to undergo occurred on the Grossglocknerstras=-
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This time my opponent was Europe's oldest and largest
glacier - the Pasterzen. Again I was not dressed to
do battle. The sight of a city-clothed, shall we
say mature gentleman trying to keep his balance while
trying not to fall into a crevasse must have looked
like a drunken parody of a ballet dancer. Where
there was dirt or gravel my feet stopped suddenly;
where there was glare ice they shot forward or backward or sideways with complete abandon. The a.crobatics, the leaps, the piroettes that I was forced
to do were unbelievable. A hundred yards of this
and I wished that I were back in the Eisriesenwelt
where at least there was an iron railing to hang on
to. The harder I worked the foggier my glasses
became and the foggier my glasses became the harder
I had to work.
It was really quite a performance, and when
I finally got back to solid ground I thought I would
receive the acclaim of the critics. Pat said that
it was obvious that I didn't have the right sort of
shoes . Betty merely said; "You damn fool. " It must
have been bad. Betty seldom swears.
It was probably fitting that the final
examination in this course on aging was a test of
physical stamina, gastronomical ability, and alcohol
imbibing. Picture five Coney Islands, ten Barnum
and Bailey circus tents, and three world series
crowds all in one place. You will have some idea of
the appearance of the Munich Octoberfest. Imagine
hearing twenty-five calliopes, a dozen brass bands,
a hundred juke boxes, and the noise of a thousand
cocktail parties, and you will appreciate the sounds
of the Octoberfest. Thinkof the flavor of sausage
and fricd chicken, of bread and cheese, of French
fries and onions and radishes, and above all of liter
stein after liter stein of good German beer and you
will know the taste of the Octoberfest. Recall the
pushing and shoving a Times Square New Year's Eve
crowd and the happy abandon of a VE day celebration
when stranger hugged stranger and every.pretty ~irl
was a fair target for a kiSS, and you wlll reallze
the spirit of the Octoberfest.
We had planned to stay in Munich several
days but Father, in just one night at the Octoberfest
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had flunked that final examination. The next morning - not early - we headed back to Butzbach and
eventually to Cincinnati where there is nothing t o
climb, private bathrooms, and no young people whos e
challenge I feel I must accept.
Gentlemen, age is something more than
merely a state of mind, but I wish that I were
leaving for Germany tomorrow to prove it allover
again.
Elliott P. Palmer

